1. What unusual sight do the villagers see after the tidal wave?

2. How does Stormy feel at the beginning of the story?

3. Find a sentence from the story that shows that Stormy loves the ocean.

4. Why is Stormy disappointed in Boston?

5. When do the sailors on “The Lady of the Sea” begin to accept Stormy?

6. How does Stormy know he has traveled far enough away from the sea?

7. Stormy changes from a sailor to a ........?

8. How does the reader know the sailors care about Stormy?

9. How does Stormy change when he steers “The Courser”?

10. What do the old New England sailors believe A.B.S. stands for?

**Short Answer:** Why does Stormy decide to give up the Seafaring life? Write 3 complete sentences.